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Abstract: An ecosystem region, or ecoregion, is a large area of similar climate where
similar ecosystems occur on similar sites. Latitude, continental position, and elevation
determine the type of ecoregion at a particular location, and the patterns of ecosystems
within regions also recur predictable. This presentation describes the processes that
shape those local ecosystem patterns, and goes on to explore how understanding the
patterns of a particular region is import for design of (1) sampling networks for
monitoring ecosystems, and (2) managed landscape that are sustainable.
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Introduction
The public land-management agencies are phasing into a radically new approach to land
management. They are shifting from their focus on individual resources to a more
holistic approach of managing whole ecosystems.
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Ecosystems come in different scales that are nested within each other. The boundaries
are open and permeable leading to interaction, or linkages, between systems. Because of
these linkages, modification of one system affects surrounding systems, sometime
adversely.
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We must examine these relationships between systems of different scales in order to
analyze the effects of management. A disturbance to a larger system will affect smaller
component systems within. For example, logging on upper slopes of an ecological unit
may affect downstream smaller systems.
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An understanding of ecosystem geography (the study of how and why ecosystems are
distributed) can be useful in this work and is relevant to design of sustainable landscapes.
It explains how landscapes have evolved and how they may change in the future.
Designers and planners use this information to understand landscapes because design and
planning involve change.
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Repeated relationships or patterns occur in a particular region. For example, trees that
respond to additional moisture on north-facing slopes are seen repeatedly throughout the
semiarid and arid regions of the American West.
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Pattern-based Design
The act of understanding the patterns of a
region in terms of the processes that
shape them and applying that
understanding to design and planning

The patterns sensed are not isolated objects, but are linked to the processes that shape
them. Thus, pattern-based design is the act of understanding the patterns of a region in
terms of the processes that shape them and then applying that understanding to design
and planning. By working with nature’s design, we can create landscapes that function
sustainably like the natural ecosystems they mimic.
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of patterns
Macro
(ecoregion)

Meso
(landscape)

Micro
(site)

Scale of patterns
Repeated patterns emerge at varying scales. For example, in the Boulder, CO area the
rocky, forested Front Range slopes that rise abruptly from the grassy plains are the most
prevalent patterns in that region. In the mountains, trees that respond to additional
moisture are seen on north-facing slopes. Rock outcrops on the nearby Great Plains
grasslands are repeatedly seen, accompanied by islands of trees and shrubs.
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Causes of ecosystem pattern

Causes of ecosystem pattern at varying scales
To delineate these patterns and to understand how and why they are distributed we must
understand the processes of how they form. This is important in understanding their
dynamics and how they respond to management. While the ecosystem concept implies
equality among all the components of the system, all the components are not equally
significant. Climate largely determines ecosystem boundaries. As it changes, the other
components change in response.
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Controls over the climatic affect change with scale. Understanding these controlling
factors on a scale-related basis is key to setting ecosystem boundaries. At the
macroscale, ecosystem patterns are controlled by macroclimate. Several factors are
involved:
Latitude: If the earth had a homogeneous surface, circumferential zones of climate
would result from variations in solar radiation.
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Continental Position: Differential heating between land and ocean gives rise to
distinctive continental climates with wider ranges of temperature, lower humidities, and
more variable precipitation than marine climates.
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Elevation: The geology of the continents creates elevational variation. These variations
further affect the climate; and therefore the regional distribution of ecosystems--the
character of which varies with the lowland climatic zone.
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The effect of latitude, continental position, and elevation combine to forms the world’s
ecoclimatic zones, also known as regional-scale ecosystems, or ecoregions.
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Each region includes areas in different parts of the world that are broadly similar in
climate, surface features, and vegetation.
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At the mesoscale, within the same macroclimate, broad-scale landforms (topography and
geology) break up the zonal pattern that would occur otherwise and provide a basis for
further differentiation of ecosystems, known as landscape mosaics. The same geologic
structure in different climates results in different landscapes.
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At the microscale, or site, level, the landscape mosaics are further divided by smallerscale factors. For example, topography causes variation in the amount of solar radiation
received, creating topoclimates.
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Variation in topographic position creates a toposequence or catena of soil moisture
regimes that affect vegetation.
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Temperate continental

Thus, topography, even in areas of uniform macroclimate, leads to differences in local
climate and soil moisture conditions. Here is an example of the patterns of sites formed
by edaphic-topoclimatic differentiation in the temperate continental zone of southern
Ontario.
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Applying Pattern
Design inspiration for
• Sampling networks
• Managed landscapes that are sustainable

Applying Pattern
This method of understanding processes and resulting patterns provides important design
inspiration for sampling networks and managed landscapes that are sustainable.
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Design of Sampling Networks
• Ecosystems occur in predictable patterns
• Sample representative areas
• Extend data to analogous, unsampled
areas

Design of sampling networks
Ecoregion maps delimit large areas of similar climate where similar ecosystems occur on
similar sites.
As we have seen, local ecosystems occur in predictable patterns within a particular
region. Sampling of representative types allows one to extend data to analogous
(unsampled) sites within the region, thereby reducing cost.
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Design for Sustainability
• Repeated relationships, or patterns, occur

• Patterns reflect process
• Design according to patterns

Design for sustainability
When we design for sustainability we start by seeing repeated relationships, or patterns,
that occur in a particular ecoregion. These patterns reflect formative process.
Ecoregional design is based on the assumption that the processes that shape these
patterns can be used to guide planning and design of landscapes, resulting in build
environments which are designed differently to best fit each ecoregions unique
characteristics. There are several steps toward implementing this approach.
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Understand ecosystem pattern
in terms of process

Temperate steppe
Great Plains

Understand ecosystem pattern in terms of process
Again, the patterns sensed do not occur randomly, but are linked to the processes that
form them. For example, rocky reservoirs support pines within grasslands of the Great
Plains. The relationship between pattern and process will vary by region.
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Use Pattern to Design
Sustainable Landscapes
• Imitate the natural ecosystem pattern

Use pattern to design sustainable landscapes
The natural patterns and processes of a particular region provide essential keys to the
sustainability of ecosystems, and can inspire designs for landscapes that sustain
themselves. To be sustainable, a designed landscape should imitate the natural
ecosystem patterns of the surrounding ecoregion in which they are embedded. As we
saw before, trees signify rocky reservoirs of available water on the Great Plains. Planting
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these same trees on fine-grained plains soils, with only atmospheric precipitation to
sustain them would kill the tree.
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In addition:
Observe how a
region functions
and try to maintain
functional integrity

In addition:
• Observe how regions function and try to maintain their functional integrity. The
tropical rainforest, for instance, provides so much oxygen that it can be considered as a
lung of the biosphere. So we should not use it only for massive lumbering, but instead,
take advantage of its other resources, such as medicine, many not yet discovered.
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Changing the natural pattern by adding subdivisions, roads, or other elements changes the
ecological functions. For example, animals change their routes, water flows are changed
in direction and intensity, erosion commences, etc.
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Maintain biodiversity by leaving connections and corridors

• Maintain diversity by leaving connections and corridors. Fundamentally, most
natural systems are diverse. Therefore, good ecological design will maintain that
diversity. Local ecosystems are dependent on the existence of other nearby ecosystems.
Therefore, biodiversity depends on leaving some connections and corridors undisturbed.
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Honor wide-scale ecological processes

• Honor wide-scale ecological processes. Good ecological design that is sustainable
depends on honoring wide-scale ecological processes, including hydrologic cycles,
animal movement patterns, and fire regimes. Identifying fire regimes will assist in fire
planning. In the past, forest fires occurred at different magnitudes and frequencies in
different climatic-vegetation regions. Precolonial fire regimes are possible to correlate
with ecoregions.
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Match development and use to landscape pattern

Natural drainage
instead of storm
drains

Indigenous
materials for
landscaping

• Match development and use to landscape pattern. By doing so, we allow ecological
patterns to work for us. We can use natural drainage instead of storm drains, wetlands
instead of sewage treatment plants, and indigenous materials rather than imported ones.
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Match development and use to the limits of the region

• Match development and use to the limits of the region. The solution to developing
an ecological design grows from its place by integrating design within the limits of that
place. For example, in the Lake Tahoe region, I conducted a land capability analysis
using ecoregional design concepts to create land development controls that would take
into account environmental limitations (e.g., soil erodibility) and ecological impacts (e.g.,
lake sedimentation.
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The result was a land use ordinance that divided the region into seven capability classes.
Over the years, the system and map upon which it is based has been challenged numerous
times—unsuccessfully.
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Design sites by considering their relationships with their neighbors

• Design sites by considering their relationships with their neighbors. In a related
problem, I was to distinguish capability at a local level and its capability within the
context of a larger area or region. My solution was to evaluate capability in two ways: on
inherent features and limitations of the area; and on the geomorphic features, which
surround this area. This type of rating excluded small pockets of high capability lands,
such as rolling uplands, when surrounded by highly fragile, erosive, or unstable lands.
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Uses of Ecosystem Pattern
Applications for managing
 Productive land use and their
 Environmental impacts

Uses of Ecosystem Patterns
While developed for design of monitoring networks and sustainable landscapes, the
method presented above has strong application for managing productive land uses and
their environmental impacts. Understanding ecosystem patterns plays a critical role is
activities such as:
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Transfer information

Transfer information
This is a map of ecoregions overlaid with National Forests and Grasslands. It shows
how the ecoregion map identified forests/grasslands that fall into groups with similar
ecology. We say similar ecology because an ecoregion is a climatic region within which
specific plant successions occur upon specific landform positions. The most probable
vegetation growing on a site within an ecoregion can be predicted from landform
information if one knows the vegetation-landform relationships in various ecoregion.
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For example, Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga) forests occur on moist, mid-elevation sites
within the Front Range of Colorado. This figure shows the relationships between
elevation-topography and climax plant communities. These relationships provide a
blueprint for site analysis and management of native vegetation. Understanding the plant
community gradients with respect to elevation and topography also provides a basis for
separating climax from successional stands. For example, lodgepole pine (Pinus
contorta) forests occurring in the Douglas-fir forest zone in the Rockies may be
successional following fire.
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This diagram shows how the physical environment helps to shape the distribution of
vegetation types of the Front Range in Boulder County, Colorado.
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These relationships vary geographically from ecoregion to ecoregion. The same type of
forest growing in different ecoregions will occur in a different position in the landscape
and have different productivity. For example, this graph shows that the height-age ratio
of Douglas-fir varies in different climatically defined ecoregions. The ecoregion
determines which ratio to apply to predict forest yield. This is important, because if a
planner selects the wrong ratio, yield predictions and the forest plans upon which they are
based will be wrong.
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Also, instead of doing ecological analysis on a National Forest-by-National Forest basis,
results of analysis done on one forest may be extended to other forests within the same
ecoregion, thereby reducing cost. Thus, the map may be helpful in identifying the
geographic extent over which results from site-specific studies (such as growth and yield
models) can be reliably extended. Thus, this map identifies area for the spatial
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transferability of models. (FIA is using ecoregions to extend growth and yield models
from FIA plot data for forest planning.)
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Determine water available for streamflow

Determine water available for streamflow.
Ecoregions are based on climate and the streams draining these regions have similar
hydrographs. This makes it possible to estimate the hydrologic productivity and
streamflow characteristics of ungaged streams within the same region.
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Understand links between systems

Understand links between terrestrial and aquatic systems
Streams are dependent on the terrestrial system in which they are embedded. They
therefore have many characteristics in common, including biota. Landscape ecosystems
make it possible to identify areas within watersheds with similar aquatic environments.
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A good example is the distribution of fish in the Ozark Uplands, which covers several
watersheds.
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Understand landscape fragmentation

Understand landscape fragmentation
Historically, a high level of landscape heterogeneity was caused by natural disturbance
and environmental gradients. Now, however, many forest landscapes appear to have
been fragmented due to management activities such as timber harvesting and road
construction. To understand the severity of this fragmentation, the nature and causes of
the spatial patterns that would have existed in the absence of such activities should be
considered. This provides insight into forest conditions that can be attained and
perpetuated. (This is a landscape illustrating the absence of trees on fluvial soils in the
valley and alpine zone above a narrow band of forest dominated by spruce and subalpine
fir.)
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Choose planting strategies
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Choose planting strategies for landscaping and restoration
Understanding the patterns of sites also can inspire design for urban and suburban
landscapes that are in harmony with the region they are embedded within. For example,
desert plants thrive on the arid south side of this Golden, Colorado house. The north side
is moist and humid.
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Furthermore, like streams, cities do not exist independently of what surrounds them.
Classifying metropolitan areas by ecoregion forms a baseline for selecting native plants
for landscaping or to restore natural conditions, as well as transferring information among
similar cities. A source of native plant information can be found in Description of the
Ecoregions of the United States. This information is an important guide to knowing
which plants will thrive in a particular ecoregion.
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Garden, Central California Coast
INDIGO/Hammond & Playle Architects photo
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Gardens can be seen as extensions of the surrounding landscape and responsive to the
various regions of the country. Designing urban and suburban landscapes that mimic the
native vegetation by using regionally appropriate plants is the safest course to ensure
landscape sustainability.
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Identify areas of natural hazard

Source: Swanston 1971

Identify areas of natural hazard
Hazards such as landslides occur extensively in certain regions, such as southern
California, creating a regional problem. By knowing the geographic factors that cause
slides within a region, one can identify and avoid hazardous landslide areas, or apply
mitigation measures.
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• Learn from successful designs in similar ecoregions
• Predict establishment of invasive species

Learn from successful ecological designs in similar ecoregions,
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as well as
Predict establishment of invasive species
Ecoregion maps identify regional-scale ecosystems throughout the world that are similar
to America’s ecosystems. We can use these maps to learn from successful ecological
designs in similar ecoregions as well as to predict what new harmful organisms could
successfully establish and spread in America if they were to arrive.
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Maintain and restore biodiversity
After Vaughan 1978

Subtropical Mountain System, California

Maintain and restore biodiversity
Rather than occurring randomly, species distributions are sorted in relation to
environment. This means that similar environments tend to support similar groups of
plants and animals in the absence of human disturbance.
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Ecoregional analysis capitalizes on this by identifying climatic and landform factors
likely to influence the distribution of species. This analysis uses these factors to define a
landscape classification that groups together sites that have similar environmental
character. Such a classification can then be used to indicate sites likely to have similar
potential ecosystem character with similar groups of species and similar biological
interactions and processes.
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One of the major advantages of this approach, as opposed to directly mapping land cover,
for example, is its ability to predict the potential character of sites where natural
ecosystems have been profoundly modified (e.g., by land clearance or fire) or replaced by
introduced plants and animals (e.g., pests and weeds).
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A more complete presentation can be found in …
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